COM-104781
To:
David Mark[David.Mark@moypark.com]
From:
John Gilliland
Sent:
Mon 1/6/2014 6:09:04 PM
Importance:
Normal
Subject: Re: Could you sense check this brief update
MAIL_RECEIVED:
Mon 1/6/2014 6:09:59 PM
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David
Had a quick look at this and seems ok. I might have shown a slightly longer pay back just to keep you safe and I might also
have mentioned about improved bird welfare, but I can understand why you don't
At Oxford and hear Janet is been given a special little reception here tomorrow on the fringes of the Conference
John

---- Original Message......
From: "David Mark" <David.Mark@moypark.com>
Personal information redacted by the RHI Inquiry
To: "John Gilliland"
Date: Mon, 6 Jan 201
Subject: Could you sense check this brief update

Hi John
Happy New Year - hope 2014 is a great bounce back for you and yours ! ! ! !
We are doing a brief update flyer for existing growers over a number of areas - could you sense check this biomass piece
- its just to get them thinking!
It will be type set etc before issue
Many thanks
David

Biomass Heating and the Government Renewable Heating Incentive - this program pays an incentive for heating
using renewables rather than oil based fuels (in our case mainly LPG)

l-Moy Park will support existing growers to install indirect Hot Water Heating (roof
mounted radiator based system) to replace Brooders with a support package of 100% AHP for approved costs on any
existing Windowed House.

- The grower can then add a biomass boiler to this system and avail of the RHI payment which is guaranteed inflation
linked for 20 years on the basis of heat generated.
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COM-104782
Moy Park are not involved in the RHI payments and the investment in the boiler can be supported directly from
these payments and fuel cost savings.
Payback - Individual farms will differ but as an illustration:
Hot Water Heating £25K @ 100% AHP Annual Income £2.5K
Biomass Boiler and controls £30K returning an estimated annual RHI and Fuel Cost Savings of £12K
Total Expenditure £55K - Banks in general are supportive of this investment
it’s a significant return!

David Mark
General Manager Agricultural Projects

Moy Park
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The information contained in this message and any attached files is intended for the exclusive use ofthe individual to whom it is addressed and may contain information that is
confidential, proprietary, privileged and/or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. Ifyou are not the intended recipient, or and employee or agent responsible for delivering this
message to an intended recipient, please send a reply to this e-mail and then delete the message and all attachments from your computer without retaining any copies. Unauthorised
use, disclosure, forwarding, redistribution and/or reproduction ofthis communication, its attachments or any part thereof, in any way whatsoever, is strictly prohibited and may be
unlawful. Moy Park Limited. Registered in Northern Ireland No. 4842, 39 Seagoe Ind Estate, Portadown, Craigavon, Co. Armagh, BT63 5QE. Also Registered in England No.
FC6640, Marshfield Bank, Crewe, Cheshire, CW 2 8UY.
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John Gilliland
David Mark
Sent:
Mon 1/6/2014 11:30:48 AM
Importance:
Normal
Subject: Could you sense check this brief update
MAIL_RECEIVED:
Mon 1/6/2014 11:30:48 AM
To:
From:

Hi John
Happy New Year - hope 2014 is a great bounce back for you and yours ! ! ! !
We are doing a brief update flyer for existing growers over a number of areas - could you sense check this biomass piece - its
just to get them thinking!

It will be type set etc before issue

Many thanks

David

Biomass Heating and the Government Renewable Heating Incentive - this program pays an incentive for heating using
renewables rather than oil based fuels (in our case mainly LPG)

Park will support existing growers to install indirect Hot Water Heating (roof
mounted radiator based system) to replace Brooders with a support package of 100% AHP for approved costs on any existing
Windowed House.

- The grower can then add a biomass boiler to this system and avail of the RHI payment which is guaranteed inflation linked
for 20 years on the basis of heat generated.
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Moy Park are not involved in the RHT payments and the investment in the boiler can be supported directly from these
payments and fuel cost savings.

Payback - Individual farms will differ but as an illustration:
Hot Water Heating £25K @ 100% AHP Annual Income £2.5K
Biomass Boiler and controls £30K returning an estimated annual RHI and Fuel Cost Savings of £12K
Total Expenditure £55K - Banks in general are supportive of this investment
it’s a significant return!
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